





The Effects of the Height of Partition-furniture in Spaces 
一-AStudy on the Feeling 01 Identi1ication and Separation-









































































L.D.を怨定した釜空間 (W;3.6mx D; 7.2m 



















































































くすため，家具と階段 (300，40伽E ・2段， 5∞， 600mm : 
3段， 700皿:4段)を設定した。
視点の設定は， a 立位， b.術座位， c 床座位
(あぐら)の3点とし，建築資料集成から成人男女の各
値を求め，その平均値a: 1470mm， b: 1090mm， C : 720 
凹を中心IC上下75mmの幅をもたせた。関]ち観妻美孔からの














































































足付家具 H = 600 
比絞模型 2006-A 








箱型家具 H = 2700 
比較模型 2007-B 
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It is the subject in this study to have a clear grasp of the effect for the Height of Partition-furniture in dividing or 
connecting spaces by experiments with models. 
We designed the study to get the relation between the Height of Partition-furniture and the evaluation of the Feeling 
of Identification and Separation in spaces by experiments on using magnitude estimation. Then we preliminarily experi-
mented to get the Height of Partition-furniture feeling both of Identification and of Separation. And we decided the 
modulus to be a hundred for the evaluation on the Height of Partition-furniture. We used the room models in which 
the Partition-furniture is changed in 25 types from 300mm heights to 2700mm heights as comparative stimulus. We 
tested 15 men and women each， total 30. We made up the evaluation of spaces into the Feeling of Identification. Separa-
tion. Oppression. Volume. Privacy and Comfortableness. After tested we computed the geometric mean of them and 
searched for the relation on the Height of Partition-furniture. 
τ1te Feeling of Identification corelated closely with the Feeling of Volume. And we cleared that the Feeling of 
Volume was perceived by the Height of the Partition-furniture and the space above the furniture. And we perceived 
the space behind the Partition-furniture on feeling of Identification.出oughwe see“the ground" of the figure in the 
鎗meway.τ1te Feeling of Oppression. Separation and Privacy are perceived from the Height of Partition-furniture. 
Then we found that we feel the Separation and the Oppression at the same foundation but the Privacy at the another 
foundation from them. The Feeling of the Privacy is related to shut out the view and another two Feelings aren't related 
with it. but with the Height of surroundings. The Feeling of Comfortableness is reflected on al other evaluations. 
It showed a maximum on the Height of furniture from 500mm to 700mm. 
Except these consideration. we studied how the Arrangement of Partition-furniture， the Height of Viewpoint and 
the Basement Design of the furniture related to the evaluation in that six Feelings with same experirnents. 
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